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CHAPTER 7
DISCUSSION

In this thesis, canonical correlation analysis (CCA) was adapted for the analysis of veryhigh dimensional data, which are encountered when unraveling the genetic basis of complexdiseases. To overcome the general problems arising in high dimensional genetic studies,like multicollinearity, overfitting and interpretation difficulties, we adapted penalty param-eters to the CCA. Our method has shown to produces sparse, highly correlating results, andhas identified known and unknown associations. However, some challenges still remain.

Choice of penalty-methods

The choice of the penalty method depends highly on the data on hand and the questionof interest. To deal with the unstable parameter estimates caused by multicollinearity,ridge regression (Hoerl, 1962) was applied. The lasso (Tibshirani, 1996) makes sure thatcontinuous variable selection can be carried out, to obtain sparse results. In the presenceof multicollinearity and/or high dimensional data, the lasso often fails and it is better touse the elastic net (Zou and Hastie, 2005) to obtain sparse results. All the time, newpenalization methods are being developed to overcome the shortcoming of the existingmethods. E.g. fused lasso (Tibshirani et al., 2005), to perform variable selection withordered features, and weighted fusion (Daye and Jeng, 2009), to perform variable selectionvia correlation-driven weights.However, the choice of methods becomes more limited as the complexity and dimensionof the data grows. Computer calculation time seems to be a limiting factor in the choice ofpenalty methods and simplified versions of the penalty methods are necessary. Simplifyingby assuming independence between the variables within one set - e.g. UST as a simplifiedmethod of the elastic net - seem to give quite promising results (Tibshirani, 2009), and canreduce the calculation time greatly.In this thesis most studies were conducted by simplifying the penalization methods,however, it might be worthy to examine the non simplified forms and optionally differentpenalization methods, like weighted fusion. As Daye and Jeng (2009) noticed, UST has abad predictive performance compared to other penalization methods like the lasso, elasticnet and weighted fusion, in the case of n > p. However, the number of correctly andincorrectly selected variables is comparable with methods like the elastic net and thelasso. Our methods based on UST are therefore a initial tool to investigate complexdiseases by obtaining groups of candidate risk factors that are highly correlated. Furtherbiological modeling can then be performed on a much reduced dataset.
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Residual matricesA property of CCA is that each canonical variate pair should be uncorrelated with othercanonical variate pairs. In ordinary CCA, this is obtained by eliminating the part of thevariables that is explained by the preceding canonical variate pairs, thereby obtainingresidual matrices. We also applied this to our penalized methods in a sequential way.Lykou and Whittaker (2009) built the constraint of independence into their algorithm,thereby increasing the number of constraints as the dimension of the canonical variatepairs increases.One can question if these constraints should be followed so strictly in the case ofgenetic data. Ordinary CCA states that, each canonical variate pair contains uniqueinformation. However in genetic data, there is so much overlap between genetic networks,that ignoring this dependency could have an effect on the results.
Optimization methodsWe optimized the number of variables in the canonical variates and/or the penalty pa-rameter by means of cross-validation, thereby minimizing the mean difference between thecanonical correlation of the training sets and the validation sets. We also showed thatit is important that a permutation test is performed to see the difference between a highcanonical correlation by chance and a high canonical correlation due to real associations.However, as Daye and Jeng (2009) already showed the bad predictive performance of somepenalty methods, this could mean that even though the selected variables make sense andcorrespond to results found in literature, the bias caused by the penalty has considerableimpact on the predictive performance and the optimization criterion can tell us that theresults are indiscriminately from the permutation results.
Complex data structuresCanonical correlation analysis is best at handling continuous variables. In chapters 4, 5and 6 we showed how to handle different data structures, such as categorical data andlongitudinal data. We transformed the categorical data into continuous data via optimalscaling, a drawback of this method is that residual matrices are hard to obtain. In theoriginal CANALS methods, which performed CCA with optimal scaling, different dimensionwere estimated simultaneously, such that each categorical variable can only be transformedin one optimal way. For our penalized version, this is too computationally intensive and wetherefore proposed a sequential method, where for smaller datasets the residual matricesare obtained by fixation of the previously obtained optimal transformation of the selectedvariables. For larger studies, this seems unnecessary, as the chance of selecting onevariable multiple times is small. Our adaptation can only be applied to studies wereonly one of the sets contains categorical variables, if both sets do, this adaption fails.Our adaptation also does not guarantee optimal transformations. Further study might benecessary on how to obtain the best transformations for multiple dimensions.In chapter 5, we showed an example on how to deal with multiple repeatedly measuredintermediate risk factors. We removed the dependency between the repeated measuresof each variable by summarizing them into random intercepts and random slopes at the
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beginning of the CCA algorithm. A method which incorporates the repeated measuresinstead of the summary measures into the algorithm could be preferred, but complicatesthe algorithm enormously. By summarizing the repeated variables, information might belost and different summary statistics could be preferred depending on the data.More complex datastructures - like family data, data consisting of only categoricalvariables, etc.- are still challenging and could be studied in the future.
Computational burdenOne of the biggest limitations in high dimensional studies is computation time. Manyconcessions were made in this thesis to overcome this burden; preselection of variables,and other techniques which were discussed before, like simplifications of penalty meth-ods and sequentially obtaining canonical variate pairs, via residual matrices and fixedtransformations. Calculation time was tremendously decreased by working with a super-computer, however, for most studies optimization of the penalty parameters still could notbe determined in one day. Although much progress has been made and is still being madein information generation by microarray technologies and sequencing studies, it will taketime before computational compromises are no longer necessary and multiple penaltiescan be easily incorporated into multivariate methods.
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